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Abstract:
Optical emissions produced in collisions of protons incident on nitrogen and hydrogen molecules and
hydrogen atoms incident on the same molecules were studied in the spectral region from 1200 Å to
6000 Å. Relative emission cross sections were measured in the energy range from 10 kev to 130 kev.
The spectra excited by proton impact with nitrogen and hydrogen molecules were scanned with a
monochromator and photomultiplier. The prominent features of the nitrogen spectrum below 2000 Å
were the Lyman alpha line and some atomic nitrogen lines. The Lyman-Birge-Hopfield system
appeared also, but it was weak. At the longer wavelengths the N2^+ First Negative and the N2 Second
Positive systems dominated the spectrum. The Balmer beta and an ionic nitrogen line appeared as well.
Both Lyman alpha and the Lyman bands were prominent in the hydrogen molecular spectrum. Lyman
alpha, however, was the dominant emission. In addition to the Balmer lines, a few lines of the
hydrogen molecular spectrum were present in the longer wavelength spectral region.
Relative emission cross sections were measured for the production of a number of the First Negative
bands, the (0,0) Second Positive band, an ionic nitrogen line, atomic nitrogen lines, and Lyman alpha in
proton and hydrogen atom collisions with nitrogen gas. Cross sections for the production of the First
Negative bands in collisions of hydrogen atoms with nitrogen molecules were nearly constant as a
function of energy, and at an energy of 40 kev the cross section was one-half as large as the cross
section for proton collisions. The cross section for the Second Positive band due to hydrogen atom
impact was about 3 x 10^-18 cm^2 at 25 kev whereas for proton impact the cross section was about 2 x
10^-19 cm^2 at its maximum value. The cross sections for the atomic nitrogen lines produced in
hydrogen atom impact were approximately 75% of the cross sections for the same lines produced in
proton impact. Hydrogen atom collisions had higher cross sections throughout the energy range for the
production of Lyman alpha emission.
Relative emission cross sections for the production of the Lyman bands and Lyman alpha by proton
and hydrogen atom impact on hydrogen molecules were also measured. Hydrogen atoms proved to be
much less effective than protons in exciting the Lyman bands of hydrogen.
Consideration was given to the possible mechanisms responsible for the various emissions and
comparisons were made to the energy dependence predicted in the Born approximation theory.
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ABSTRACT
Optical emissions produced in collisions of protons incident on
nitrogen and hydrogen molecules and hydrogen atoms incident on the same
molecules were studied in the spectral region from 1200 R to §000 iL
Relative emission cross sectiops were measured in the energy range
from 10 kev to 130 kev.
The spectra excited by proton impact with nitrogen and hydrogen
■molecules were scanned with a monochromator and photomultiplier. The
prominent features of the nitrogen spectrum below 2000 X were the
Lyman alpha line, and some atomic nitrogen lines. The "Lyman-BirgeHopfield system appeared also, but it was weak. At the longer wave
lengths the Ng First Negative and the Ng Second Positive systems
dominated the spectrum.
The Balmer beta and an ionic .nitrogen line
appeared as well. Both Lyman alpha.and the Lyman bands were prom
inent in the hydrogen molecular spectrum. Lyman alpha, however, was
the dominant emission.
In addition to the Balmer lines, a few lines
of the hydrogen molecular spectrum were present in the longer wave
length spectral region.
Relative emission cross sections were measured for the produc
tion of a number of the First Negative bands, the (0,0) Second Positive
band, an ionic nitrogen line, atomic nitrogen lines, and Lyman alpha in
proton and hydrogen atom collisions with nitrogen gas. Cross sections
for the production of the First Negative hands in collisions of hydro
gen atoms with nitrogen molecules were nearly constant as a function of
energy, and at an energy of 40 kev the cross section was one-half as
large as tt>e cross section for proton collisions. The cross section
for the^gecond Positive band due to hydrogen atom impact was about
3 x 10
cnr at 25 kej whereas for proton impact the cross section
was about 2 x 10” ^cm at its maximum value.
The cross sections for
the atomic nitrogen lines produced in hydrogen atom impact were approx
imately 75% of the cross sections for the same'lines produced in pro
ton impact.' Hydrogen atom collisions had higher cross sections through
out the energy range for the production of Lyman alpha emission.
•Relative emission cross sections for the production of the Lyman
bands and Lyman alpha by proton and hydrogen atom impact on hydrogen
molecules were also measured. Hydrogen atoms proved to be much less
effective than protons in exciting the Lyman bands of hydrogen.
Consideration was given to the possible mechanisms responsible
for the various emissions "and comparisons were made to the energy depend
ence predicted in the Born approximation theory,

CHAPTER I.

INTRODUCTION

The homonuclear diatomic molecule represents the simplest molecu
lar structure and the proton is the simplest atomic nucleus^.

Collisions

between these systems would be the least difficult of all ion-molecule
collisions to analyze, and..the experimental data obtained in studying
these collisions would be most useful in evaluating approximate theo
retical treatments.

Since the hydrogen atom is the simplest atomic

structure, collisions between the homonuclear diatomic molecule and
the hydrogen atom represent the least complex of the atom-molecule
interactions.

The hydrogen atom differs from the proton only by the

bound electron of the hydrogen atom.

Experimental data obtained for col

lisions in which protons are replaced by hydrogen atoms, therefore, are
also of theoretical interest.

The least complex of the diatomic molecules

is the hydrogen molecule, and consequently, collisions involving this
molecule are of the greatest theoretical interest.
■One method for studying collisions between two systems is to meas
ure the photpn energy which is emitted in optical transitions resulting
from the collision.

For particular cases a measurement of the photon

emission provides a direct means of obtaining cross sections for exciting
atomic and molecular states.

A comparison of these experimentally ob

tained excitation cross sections with theoretical predictions can assist
in understanding collision mechanisms.
Atmospheric research indicates that fast protons are entering the
I
atmosphere and contribute to the production of auroras ,

Because of the

charge exchange process whereby protons pick up electrons from atmos
pheric gases, there would also be fast hydrogen atoms present.
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It is evident from the work of Allison and others

that the equilib

rium fraction of hydrogen atoms produced in charge exchange -is signif
icant for projectile energies of. a few kev to 100 kev.

It is of interest,

therefore, to determine, the effectiveness of .the hydrogen atoms in excit
ing the atmospheric gases and also their contribution to the auroras.
The knowledge of hydrogen atom excitation cross sections is also impor
tant in studying the history of a proton entering the atmosphere.
For these reasons optical emissions produced in collisions of
protons and hydrogen atoms with nitrogen and hydrogen molecules have
been studied..
The experimental apparatus Used to measure the light emitted in
both proton and hydrogen atom collisions represents an integral part
of this work and will be discussed next.

The -proton beam from a

Cockroft-Waltop accelerator equipped with an RF ion source is focused
and mass analyzed.

The resulting beam passes through a set of col

limating apertures in the charge exchange cell, then into a differentially
pumped region, and finally into the excitation chamber.

Finally the pro

tons are collected in a Faraday cage at the end of the excitation chamber.
If a hydrogen atom beam is desired, a molecular gas is admitted to the
charge exchange cell. In passing through the charge exchange cell the ini
tial proton beam becomes a mixture of hydrogen atoms and protons.

The

protons are electrostatically deflected from the beam in the differen
tially pumped region, leaving only the hydrogen atoms to enter the excita
tion chamber. The hydrogen atom beam current is measured by secondary
■
emission techniques. The light which is emitted in the collisions between
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the incident particle beam and the target gas is chopped mechanically
and spectrally analyzed with a .monochromator.

A photomultiplier and a

phase sensitive detection system are used to. measure the light intensity.
Spectral scans of the light emitted in the•collisions of protons
with both nitrogen gas and hydrogen gas in the spectral region from
1200 X to 6000 A indicated which transitions of the molecules, of the
atoms and ions originating, from, molecular dissociation, and of the in
cident particle produced sufficient light, intensities for emission cross
section measurements.

The results of.the scans, led to relative emission

+
cross section measurements for the production of the

2 ^-+

First Negative

2 r—d"

band system (B
2-p. - " - X
2Lg) > the Ng Second Positive band system.
3
3 ___
( C
-- B
g ) » atomic and ionic nitrogen lines, Lyman bands in

TTu

Tl

hydrogen, and the Lyman alpha line.

The emission cross sections for

these molecular vibrational bands and atojnic lines were.measured as a
function of projectile energy from 10 kev to 130 kev.

Both protons and

hydrogen atoms were used as the incident particles.
Optical emissions produced by protons incident on nitrogen have
been studied in the visible and near ultra-violet spectral region by a
number of researchers 3)4,5,6^

gome emission cross section measurements

of Lyman alpha produced in proton collisions with nitrogen and hydrogen
molecules have also been reported

7,8

.

Since no emission cross sections

for hydrogen atoms incident on nitrogen and hydrogen molecules have been
measured, a particular emphasis was placed on the emissions due to hydro
gen atom impact.

In the vacuum ultra-violet spectral region no emission

cross sections for proton and hydrogen atom impact had been measured for
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these molecules. .An effort was m ade, therefore, to also measure emis
sion cross sections for optical transitions in the spectral region from
o
o
1200 A to 3000 A.
In those .cases where emission:cross sections could be directly
related to the excitation cross sections,.the measured cross sections
were qualitatively related to theory.

■CHAPTER II.

THEORY -

The primary purpose of this discussion is to present briefly some
of the most pertinent aspects of the theoretical work involving ion-atom
and atom-atom collisions.

Some of these theoretical results can be help

ful in understanding ion-molecule and atom-molecule collisions.

The

main body of theoretical work has been centered in collisions of elec
trons or ions incident on atoms.

Discussions of collision processes,

collision cross section, some basic theoretical treatments, and a few
results are included in this chapter.
COLLISION PROCESSES
There are two basically different processes which occur in a col
lision.

One is the elastic collision in which the kinetic energy is

conserved.

The second is the inelastic collision in which the kinetic

energy is not conserved.
■Elastic scattering produces no effect other than changes in kinetic
energy and momentum of the colliding particles.
For the inelastic collision the situation is very complex.

If an

electron is the accelerated particle and A is an atom, the following bas
ic reactions are possible:
■ e + A -- e + A*
e +. A --e

+ A

Excitation
+ e

e + Ag--- e + A + A

Ionization
Dissociation

If an atomic ion or atom is the accelerated particle, the additional
reactions can occur:

+

B

.

.

+ A -- B' + A

+

Charge Exchange or Electron
Capture
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B + A --- B
B* + A --

+ A + e

Stripping

B + A*

Excitation Transfer

In addition many .combinations of these basic processes are possible
in a collision. 'Some examples that will be considered in this paper are
charge exchange plus excitation, ionization plus excitation, and dis
sociation plus ionization plus excitation.

For a.more complete listing

and classification of collision processes the reader is referred to Has• 9
ted s work
■ COLLISION CROSS SECTION
Both elastic and inelastic collision probabilities are defined in
terms of the cross section.

The total collision cross section, Qt , can

be expressed as

Q . , where Q. represents the cross section for an
1
1
individual type of collision process and the sum is over all possible
i

collision processes.
For two hard spheres of radii r and r 1 the cross section for elas-

2
tic collision is defined simply as Qg •,=

TT (r * r ') .

For inelastic

collisions involving ions and atoms the expression for cross section is
complex due to the large number of individual processes contributing to
the cross sections.
Although many processes are indirectly connected to the work dis
cussed in thi,s paper, the process of direct interest is the excitation
process.

An expression can be obtained which relates the emission meas

urements to excitation cross sections.
Consider.the excitation produced when a beam of particles passes
through a chamber containing a target g a s .

The change in the number of
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excited target atoms in state "i" per second over a path length of one
cm, as a consequence of collision with beam particles, is expressed as
Cdnj/ dt)

NIQi

^ f i Akink '

jfi

A ijn i

In this equation n^ is the number of atoms excited to state "i" per cm

3
path length; N is the number of target atoms per cm ; I is the number
of particles passing through a unit surface perpendicular to the beam
direction; and

is the transition probability from state "i" to "j".

is the cross section for excitation of level "i".

The first term on

the right in this equation represents the direct excitation to state "i";
the second term is the population by cascading from higher levels, and the
third ferm represents the decay of state "i" to all lower levels.
equilibrium, (dn^/dt) = 0 .
=f

A ijhi = /C

At

If one neglects the cascading term
where

. is the effective cross section for

j<i
•
j<i
J
1J
emission of the line representing the transition from "i" to "j".

If

£ A ijn i " £ Akink*
j< i
k> i
The cross section for the excitation of the fast particle consists

cascading is included,

=

of the same terms as for the target particle, providing that equili
brium has been established between the formation of the excited state
and emission.

Absolute measurements, however, require a calculation of

the effective path length of observation.
Cross sections normally are expressed in terms of cm / target par
ticle.
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THEORETICAL .TREATMENTS
Classical Method of Gryzinski
10 ,11,12
Briefly, Gryzinski1s approach

to atomic collisions is based

upon the assumption that the interaction between a charged projectile and
an atom can be described classically by the coulomb interaction between
the projectile and the atomic electrons.

This is a classical theory,

but its results depend upon the binding energy and the momentum distri
bution of the atomic electrons which are obtained quantum mechanically.
The Gryzinski theory has been used for calculating cross sections for some
inelastic collisions, but calculations for excitation processes have not
been made.
lisions

The moderate success of the theory for some inelastic col-

12

should provide the impetus, however, for excitation calcula

tions.
Quantum Mechanical Methods
Since classical methods are generally not able to predict the be
havior of inelastic collisions, quantum theories must be used.
There are two different approaches to the theory which have been
exploited.
ment

13

.

These are thq impact parameter treatment and the wave treatThe impact parameter treatment is applied in particular to col

lisions of heavy particles.

The assumptions are made that the nuclei can

be regarded as classical particles and that the nuclei follow classical
trajectories which approach straight lines as the particle velocity in
creases.

This treatment is semiclassical since quantum mechanics is used

for describing the electron motion.

The wave treatment assumes that the

incoming and outgoing particles can be treated as waves.

This treatment

-Si-

can, therefore, be used as effectively fox electrons as for heavy parti
cles.

For collisions involving heavy particles, however, these two treat-

ments have been shown to he .mathematically equivalent

14

In quantum mechanics the motion relative to the center of mass of a
system of two colliding particles can be described by the following wave
.
15
equation
:
(fi2/2M)

- Ha (ra) - Hb (fb) + %Mv2 + E q - V(r,?a ,

= 0

In order to analyze this wave equation, each section will be considered
separately.
First of all, the motion of one particle relative to the other can
be represented by the equation:

Sfv "I

F(f)

= 0, where ■ r

and "v:- are, respectively,

the relative coordinates and velocity of the two particles and M is the
reduced mass.
Second, the internal motion of the two particles can be represented
by the equation:

^ a ^ + Hb ^ b ^ ” Ea ~ Ebj ^

(ra ,r^) is some product of .u(ra ) and v(rb ).
(HaCr1
a ) - Ea J u ^ a.) = ® and

(Hb Crb) -

eJ

=

w^iere

The equations,
v(fb) = 0 describe the

internal motion of particle a and particle b, respectively, where Ha and
Hb are respectively the Hamiltonians for particles a and b.
Third is the term which prescribes the interaction between the two
particles , V (r ,ra'.,rb) .
In principle the wave equation describing a colliding system can be
solved and the cross sections for particular scattering events can be
obtained. 'In practice, however, values for cross sections can be calcu-
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lated only by approximate means, even for the simplest system.
■The two quantum mechanical approximations which have application
here are the Born approximation and the distorted wave approximation.
Born Approximation:

The wave treatment of the Born approximation
15

is discussed extensively by Mott and Massey
treatment is considered in detail by Bates

and the impact parameter
13

Basically the Born approximation assumes that the incident parti
cle is an.undistorted plane wave which is unaffected by the interaction
with the target.

The interaction producing the excitation is assumed to

be small so that the effect on the incident wave can be neglected.

Any

excitation that occurs results from the direct excitation from the ini
tial to the final state.

The coupling between intermediate states is,

therefore, ignored.
These assumptions imply that the approximation is valid only at high
impact velocities.

The term "high" must be expressed more definitely.

The only means by which this can truly be accomplished is to compare the
theoretical results to experiment.

In general terms, however, the veloc-

2
ity is considered high if (e /hv) <<fI , where v is the velocity of the in2 2
cident particle, and if v /u )>)l, where u is the orbital velocity of the
atomic electrons.

'2
2
In terms of momentum the velocity is high if K0)) K ,

2
2
where K0 = 2m )Eo| /ft , and
ticle. K h

is the excitation energy of the target par

is the change in momentum of the incident particle.

For ex

ample, in the ionization of helium by proton impact, the Born approxima16
tion is reasonably good above 60 kev
: 1 3
subject refer to the.'.werlc of- Bates

.

For further discussion of this
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In the Born approximation equations for cross section have been for
mulated, also in terms of the energy of the incident particle and transi
tion probabilities

.

This formulation is sometimes referred to the

'Bethe-Born approximation and is significant because it provides equations
relating th e ■energy dependence of the cross sections for ionization, ex
citation, and charge -exchange produced in collisions of fast ions with
atomic systems.

The cross section for optical excitation of an allowed

transition or outer shell ionization of an atom by a fast ion is:
Qnl,'h'li:

2
2
(Gonstant/mv ) |xni,n'l'|
ln(2mv2/EnI ^ = E nl)

IXn ^ n I-p I

2

E n 1I 1 and E ^

is the square of the dipole transition probability.
are energies of the n ' I ' and nl levels, respectively.

If

excitation is to a forbidden level and the transition is associated with
the quadupole moment, the cross section will have the form:
Qnl,n'V ^ ( c o n s t a n t /v2)

|(%fnl,n'l'l

■Distorted Wave Approximation:

15.

2Enl

Mott and Massey have also described

the distorted wave approximation and its semiclassical counterpart, the
distortion approximation

15

.

The two different names are connected, re

spectively, with the wave treatment and the impact parameter treatment of
this approximation.
As in the Born approximation one assumes that the coupling between
the two states under consideration is weak.

Instead of assuming plane in

coming and outgoing waves, as is done in the Born approximation, the dis
torted wave approximation allows for a distortion of the incoming and out
going waves by the scattering potential field.

The transition matrix

-12-

elements , therefore, become a function of the interaction potentials.
The distorted wave approximation gives a lower value of cross section than
the Born approximation at low energies.

At high energies the two approxi

mations approach the same values and are mathematically equivalent.
RESULTS OF THE THEORY ■
In this section the applications of the theory, comparisons of the
Born and distortion approximation, and the general dependence on energy
will be discussed.

,

Applications and Comparisons
In 1953 Bates published a discussion, and critique of the various ap
proximations used for describing the inelastic collisions between ions
and atoms ^ .

At that time <the Born approximation was applied at the

higher energies and at the lower energies the perturbed stationary state
approximation was used.

In a more recent publication

18

Bates questioned

the validity of ignoring the effect of the scattering field on the incom
ing

and outgoing waves.

This led to the distortion approximation for

calculating inelastic cross sections for ion-atom collisions.

Since then

a number of researchers have calculated cross sections for the excitation
of hydrogen and helium by proton impact.

They have used either the Born,

or Distortion approximations-.
Using both the Born and Distortion approximations Bell
lated the cross sections for the formation of the 3
neutral helium by proton impact.

21

has calcu

excited state of

These calculations have been compared

with experimental results by J. Van Eck, et. al.
al.

18

20

and E. W. Thomas, et.
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Bates and Grothers . . have ■gone a step further.

•The,y have consider

ed atom-atom collisions and h ave■taken into account the exchange of elec
trons between the incident..particle and the target atom.

This work was

then applied specifically to the excitation produced in the collision of
hydrogen atoms on helium.
The exchange of electrons is probably the dominant mechanism in the
■excitation of a triplet state from a singlet ground state.

-The calcula

tions were, therefore, compared with the cross sections for the excitation of the 3

3

P state of helium .measured by J. .Van Eck, et. al.

20

.

The

comparison was quite good for this triplet, state but not so good for some
of the other triplet states of helium.
■General Energy Dependence of Cross Section
At high incident particle energies the cross sections for inelastic
collision processes have a dependence on energy described by the Born
■approximation.
to (1/E) I n 'E ,

For simple excitation and ionization Q is proportional
For electron capture ^ Q is proportional to E ^ .

At the

■high incident particle energies the cross section plotted as a function
of energy will, therefore, decrease as the energy increases.
For low.energies the cross sections for.inelastic .collisions will. .
decrease with decreasing energy.

Consequently a maximum in the cross

section must exist at some intermediate energy.
rion proposed by Massey

23

The adiabatic crite-

is useful in predicting the -energy depend

ence at low energies and in predicting the maximum in the electron cap
ture process.

At low impact, energies where the velocity of relative

motion is small, the electron is able to adjust to changes in inter-
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nuclear distances,

T h e •electron, therefore, has a small probability of

making a transition and consequently the cross section for the transi
tion is small.

'As the relative velocity, v, increases the probability

for transition of an electron increases and the time of collision, a/v,
decreases.

The adiabatic parameter, "a", is the distance in which the

electron capture process is assumed to be possible.

The assumption is

made that the cross section for electron capture has a maximum when the
time of collision is equal to the time of transition, A E / h , where A E
is the internal energy defect resulting in the electron capture.
"f*
the process A

For

*4”
+ B --- A + B , the energy defect is defined as Eg - E^,

where Eg and E^ are, respectively the ionization energies of atom B
and atom A.
This entire argument can now be reversed.

If the incident parti

cle velocity at the maximum in the electron capture cross section can be
experimentally measured, the Massey criterion provides a method for de
termining the interaction distance, "a".

The determination of "a" has

been made for many colliding systems.

The interesting result is that
o
the value of "a" is approximately equal to I A for most electron cap
ture processes without regard for the particular atoms involved
9
Hasted

points out that there is sufficient justification for

applying the adiabatic criterion to other processes also.
Solov'ev

According to

25

the application of the Massey criterion to ionization process
o
o
gives values of ".a" ranging from 4.7 A to 6.6 A.
9
Hasted

also cautions one in using this criterion for collision

■processes between more complex systems.

An example of the necessary
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caution is presented in the work of J. Van -.Eck, et. al.

„

Apply

ing the criterion to atom-atom collisions which result in excitation of
o
the triplet states of helium, the interaction distance is about 3 A and
this small value of "a" is thought to be due to the formation of inter
mediate molecular states.

If intermediate■states are formed,

A

E

probably changes in the interaction and the adiabatic criterion can no
longer be used.

CHAPTER III.

EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS

The various pieces of experimental apparatus used in the measure
ments of the emission cross sections produced in collision processes
will be discussed.

Figures I and 2 show the sections of the apparatus

which are of special interest in these measurements.
ACCELERATOR
A Cockroft-Walton, accelerator manufactured by the Texas Nuclear
Corporation (Model 9501-1, Ser. No. 42, Neutron Generator) was modified
to provide a stable proton beam of energies from 10 kev to 130 kev.
protons were produced in an Oak Ridge type RF ion source

26

The

theoretically

capable of a total beam of I ma, 90% of which would be protons.
5
A standard resistor equal to 1/10

of the measured resistance of

the accelerator tube resistor chain was inserted at the low potential end
of the chain.

This chain of 20 10 meg J l resistors acted as a potential

divider for the accelerating region.

The potential across the standard

resistor was directly related to the potential across the accelerator
tube and was used to measure the proton energy.

From direct measurements

at low potentials and comparisons with the readings of a voltmeter for the
high voltage supply, the author concluded that the error in energy meas
urements was never more than 10%.
In preparing this machine for use the following modifications were
made:
I.

The diffusion pump electrical power system was redesigned in

order to provide safety switches and controllable power to the heater
of the diffusion pump.

Figure 3 shows the electrical circuit.

This

circuit was used also for the vacuum system on the differentially pumped
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chamber.
2.

The vacuum plumbing was changed to permit roughing the system

while the diffusion pump was on.
3.

The cold cathode type pressure gauge circuit was removed from

the accelerator control panel.

A VEEGO ionization gauge was used to

monitor the pressure in the accelerator tube and served also as a high
pressure safety control.
4.

The solenoid field coil on the ion source was replaced with a

new design which had a heat sink.

The control for varying the solenoid

field was moved from the high potential end to the low potential end of
the accelerator.

This modification provided a means of adjusting the

magnetic fielij in the ion source while the accelerator was in operation.
5.

The resistor chain on, the accelerator tube was replaced after

finding t h e ■existing resistors unreliable.

These faulty resistors led

to beam instabilities.
■6. ,Due to fluctuations in line voltage a Sola regulating trans
former was installed to control the power input to the high voltage
power supply.

This regulating transformer also stabilized the power

to all the circuits in the high voltage section of the accelerator.
ELECTROSTATIC QUADRUPOLE.LENS
To supplement the focusing already built into the accelerator an
electrostatic quadrupole strong focusing lens (Texas Nuclear3 Model 9515)
was added between the accelerator and the analyzing magnet.
then be maintained even at low energies.

A beam could

This lens also served to correct

any aberrations produced by the analyzing magnet.
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ANALYZING MAGNET
The protons were separated from the other components inherently
present in the beam by the magnetic field of a massive seven inch
electro-rmagnet.

A 50 volt and 40 amp partially regulated supply (JCepco,

Model PR50-'40AM) provided the power fpr the magnet.

The core of the

magnet was wound with copper tubing which served both as the electrical
conductors as well as the cooling coils.

The coils were cast in a

rigid polyester resin sold by Fiberlay, Inc. in order to provide phys
ical rigidfty and to prevent the shorting of the turns in the coils.
Figure 5 shows a graph of the magnetic field as a function of the cur
rent in the coils of the magnet.
A fine cpntrol which was used in conjunction with the power supply
was designed and qons true ted.

The circuit diagram for the fine control,

is given in figure 4.
■CHARGE EXCHANGE CELL AND COLLIMATOR
To produce a beam, of hydrogen atoms from a beam of protons a charge
exchange cell was designed and constructed.

This cell was six inches

long and had two adjustable apertures, one at either end of the cell.
Except for the two 1/16 inch apertures which served to collimate the
beam, the cell was vacuum tight.

In order to flow gas into the cell and

measure the pressure in the cell, the cell was equipped with two quick
connect fittings.

With gas flowing into the cell, the proton beam

emerged as a mixture of protons and hydrogen atoms.

When only a proton

beam was desired, the gas inlet valve which permitted gas into the charge
cell was closed and the two apertures served simply to collimate the beam.

MAGNETIC FIELD ( IOOO GAUSS)
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CURRENT (AMPS)
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■DIFEERENT!ALLY PUMPED CHAMBER
Before the beam reached the entrance to the excitation chamber
it passed through a differentially pumped chamber which contained a pair
of electrostatic deflecting plates.

These plates were used to deflect

the protons out of the beam when the atomic hydrogen beam was desired.
The chamber was pumped with a fpur inch liquid air-trapped oil diffusion
pump.
-EXCITATION CHAMBER. FOR THE VISIBLE AND NEAR ULTRAVIOLET 'WORK
The excitation chamber was a cylinder three inches in diameter and
four inches long.

Therq was a series of three apertures at the entrance

to the excitation chamber.

These apertures can be seen in figure I.

The

first aperture through which the beam passed served as the entrance aper
ture to the qxcitation region and defined.the beam.
aperture vyas 3/32 inches.

The diameter of this

The second aperture was somewhat larger and

served to isolate the entrance aperture from the excitation chamber.

The

third aperture was in the front face of the excitation chamber and was a
liftle larger than the second aperture.

It served to prevent charged ions

and secondary electrons produced in the collision of the beam with the gas
molecules from leaving the excitation chamber.

A plastic disc was used to

contain the two metal plates in which the entrance and isolating apertures
were drilled and also to electrically isolate them from each other.
'Different values of potentials and different polarities were ap
plied to the entrance and isolating apertures in order to determine wheth
er or not electrons were entering the excitation chamber.

Electrons pro

duced in the 'exchange cell or from collisions with surfaces could contrib
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ute to the beam current or. the.collision processes if they entered the
excitation chamber.. Investigations led to the conclusion that with the
entrance and isolating aperture plates grounded or with a potential on
only the entrance aperture plate gave the most consistent results. Ap
plying a potential to the first aperture plate, however, produced no
more than a few perpent change in the beam current and no measurable
change in the optical emission.

It was, therefore, concluded that

essentially no electrons were entering the excitation chamber through
the entrance aperture and contributing to thp excitation processes.
The monochromator was orientated so that the entrance slit of
the monochromator was perpendicular to the direction of the proton beam.
The image of the beam obtained with the quarts,lens mounted on the ex
citation chamber Vfas then focused on the monochromator entrance slit.
The chamber had provisions for gas inlet and for the measurement
of the pressure o£ the gas in the chamber.
. EXCITATION CHAMBER FOR THE VACUUM ULTRAVIOLET WORK
The excitation chamber ,for fhe vacuum ultraviolet spectral and
emission studies had a rectangular cross section with the dimensions one
inch by two inches.

.The important features of this chamber are shown in

figure 2.
The vacuum monochromator in this case was attached directly to the
chamber so that the slits of the monochromator could be placed as close
as possible to the -incident particle beam to gain maximum light intensi
ties.

The chamber was constructed so that a window could be used to iso

late the chamber fropi the monochromator.
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Only one grounded aperture was used at the entrance of this cham
ber.

This chamber also, had provisions for gas inlet and for. the.meas

urement of the pressure of the gas in the chamber.
■BEAM CURRENT MEASUREMENTS
The collection of a fast proton beam could be accomplished quite
simply by using a Faraday cage and a secondary electron suppressor
screen as long as the pressure in the region of the collector was held
below a micron.

When the pressure was higher, plasma conditions were

such that applying potentials between two points to suppress secondary
electrons could set up currents which significantly altered proton beam
current measurements.

After some study of the problem, the author con

cluded that a deep, small diameter Faraday cage which essentially trap
ped the protons and secondary electrons produced in the collision of the
protons with the cage was best for measuring the proton beam currents.
Two basic techniques were investigated for measuring the intensity
of the hydrogen atom beam.

One technique was to measure the power

transmitted to a metal target by recording the temperature change with
a thermocouple or thermistor.

The other technique was to measure the

secondary electron current.emitted in the collision of the beam with a
metal target.

The secondary emission method appeared to be the most

practical and was selected for measuring the hydrogen atom beam inten
sity.
In order to be able to measure the proton current and the. hydrogen
atom current with the same detector, the necessary features, of the Faraday
cage and the secondary emission techniques were combined into a single

-2 6 -

FIG. 6
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particle detector.

The detector consisted of a molybdenum target called

the emitter which.is enclosed in a copper tube. .This detector is simi27
Iar to the one designed by Montague
When measuring proton current, the emitter and copper enclosure
were electrically connected and the detector was a Faraday cage, fig-ure 6.

When a negative potential of from 45-90 volts was applied to

the target and the copper tube grounded, the secondary electrons emit
ted from the target were forced to and collected on the copper tube.
Under this operating condition the system was a secondary emission de
tector .

The fact that the molybdenum target made a small angle with

the direction of the beam prevented secondary electrons from escaping
through the "\ i,nch entrance aperture of the detector.
■In order to calibrate the detector for measuring the hydrogen atom
current, i ', the number of electrons emitted per proton colliding with
the target,'N, was required as a function of proton energy.

To obtain

N, the detector was first used as a Faraday cage to measure the current,
i, due to protons entering the collector.

Second, the detector was used

to measure the secondary electron current, ig , emitted from the target
under proton bombardment-.

Finally, N is given by the ratio ig/i.

Stier,. Barnet and Evans
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have measured the ratio of N 1/N as

a function of incident particle energy, where N 1 is the number of elec
trons emitted per hydrogen atom colliding with the target.

From these

ratios and measured values of N, N' could, therefore, be calculated
as a function of energyP

The hydrogen atom current was obtained by meas

uring ig for the•hydrogen-atom beam and using the calculated values of
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N '; N' = i'/i'.
s
Thp excitation chamber used in the visible spectjral region was
electrically isolated from the other sections of the system.

The

entire chamber, therefore, served as a Faraday cage and was used to
measure the proton current.
■The proton currents ranged from I micrpamp at 15 kev to 12
microamps at 100 kev.

Beam currents were measured with a General

Radio Type 1230 A electrometer.
PRESSURE GAUGES
In the first stages of this experimental work the target gas
pressures were measured with either, a McLeod gauge or a Westinghouse
high pressure ionization gauge calibrated against the McLeod gauge.
"Due to. the pumping action of a liquid air trapped McLeod gauge
a search for a more reliable pressure meter was undertaken.

2

The com30

parison of pressure gauges conducted by Utterback and Griffith
was especially helpful.

Their work showed that the capacitance manom

eter was the most reliable method for measuring pressures in the
micron and fraction-of-micron pressure -region.
In the later stages of this work, therefore, the MKS Baratron
pressure metef (Type 77 with Type 77H-1 head) was obtained and used
as the standard pressure measuring device.
■LIGHT DETECTION
Two. different monochromators and two different photon detectors
were used for analyzing and measuripg the intensity of the optical
emissions.

-29In the visible and .near ultraviolet spectral region a Bausch
o
and Lomb % .meter grating, monochromator, with a dispersion of 33 A/mm
(Cat. Nos. 33-86-40, ■S/N FD992, f/4.4) was used in conjunction with
an EMI 9558 QB photomultiplier.

As. mentioned previously, the mono

chromator was., orientated in .such, a manner, that, the entrance slit was
perpendicular .to .the. direction, .traveled by the proton beam.

This

alignment was. used. so. that changes in the apparent size of..the beam
would not cause changes in.the amount■of light reaching the photo
multiplier.
In the vacuum ultraviolet spectral region the McPhearson Model
218, f/5.3.,. 0-3 meter, vacuum monochromator with Gzerny-Turner optics
was used in conjunction with.either a Model 306, Bendix magnetic
electron multiplier or. an EMI 9558/QB photomultiplier. The grating
o
had a dispersion of 53 A/m and was.ruled at 600 lines /mm. The
o
electron multiplier was useful below 1250 A where the photon effio
ciepcy of the metal cathode was sufficient. Above 1250 A.the•photo
multiplier with a thin film of sodium salicylate served as the photon
detector.

The McPhearson monochromator has three reflecting surfaces
o
which are coated with MgF^. The spectral region below 1150 A could,
therefore, not be studied.
The width of the entrance slit of the monochromator was always
adjusted to be the same as the width of the exit slit.

The actual

slit widths used in the experimental work varied with the monochro
mator used and the transition that was studied.
. t-

-

'

'i-'

it

Except for the case
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that will t>e discussed in the next chapter, the slits were set so that
the emissions fjr.om transitions near the one being studied were negli
gible.

The gelation between.the slit widths and the dispersion of the

monochromator is.discussed in appendix A.
The sigpal.to noise ratio of.the photomultiplier output was too
small to permit D C ■measurements of the majority of the transitions.
a

A .phage sensitive detection system was, therefore, used for all of the
m e a s u r e m e n t s T h e optical signal from the■excitation chamber was
"chopped" before the light entered the monochromator slits.

An

lOOc/sec mechanical "chopper" was used with the Bausch and Lomb mono
chromator and a 400c/sec American Time Products tuning fork "chopper"
was used with the vacuum monochromator.

The resulting AC output of

the photomultiplier was then fed into a. Princeton Applied Research
lock-in Amplifier, Model JB-4.

Finally the optical signal was re

corded with a Honeywell strip chart recorder.

In the case of very

weak signals: a Princeton Applied Research Low-Noise Amplifier, Model
CR-4, was inserted between the photomultiplier and the lock-in ampli
fier.

CHAPTER IV.

PROCEDURE

Before considering .the -results, some element's, of the procedure
will be presented.

In particular there•will be a discussion of.the

observed spectra,the pressure and current Linearity measurements, and
the methods used .in,.measuring the relative cross section.
. SPECTRAL SCANS
Before the cross section measurements were begup. the spectrum
was scanned to observe which transitions produce sufficient emission
to permit a detailed study.

The scans also assisted in measuring the

approximate ratios of intensities of the transitions.

Scans were made

of the emission produced from protons incident on nitrogen and hydroo
o
gen molecules in the spectral range from 1200 A to 6000
Since
high pressures were required for this work there is some electron and
hydrogen atom excitation present.

For example, in the spectral scans

+
of the N 2 First "Negative system and the

Second Positive system,

the major contributions to the Second Positive bands were from hydro
gen atoms produced by electron capture in the target gas ^nd from sec
ondary electrons produced in the collision of the beam with the target
31
molecules
MOLECULAR.SPECTRA
When studying the emission, due to atomic transitions, one ob
serves a line spectrum.

The spectra from the excitation of simple

atoms cg.n be qpite easily analyzed and understood.
The. spectra of molecules are somewhat more difficult to analyze,
however.

This is due to the fact that the molecule has, in addition

to the quantised electronic states, quantized vibrational and rota
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tional levels. ■For the diatomic molecule the two nuclei move relative
to each other in a vibratory motion producing a definite splitting of
the■electronic states.

The rotational motion of the molecule repre

sents smaller, amounts of energy and generally produces a splitting of
the vibrational levels.

When one observes electronic transitions,

therefore, a single electronic transition is made up of numerous lines
from the rotational levels of the upper electronic state to the rota
tional levels of the lower electronic state.

These lines usually are

grouped into bands each of which represents the transitions from the
rotational levels connected with a single vibrational level of the
upper state to the rotational levels connected wfth a single vibra
tional level'pf the lower state. ' The series of bands i^ake•up an elec
tronic system.

In this work the emission.due to vibrational transi

tions will be measured.

The term (v1, v") represents the transitions

from the v 1 vibrational level.of the upper state to the v" level of
the lower state.
'Figure 7 shows some of the vibrational levels of the electronic
states of the nitrogen.molecule which are to be considered^ in this work.
Figure 8 presents a few of the potential energy curves of the hydrogen
molecule and figure 9 presents some of the vibrational levels of the X,
B, and C states.
CURRENT AND PRESSURE DEPENDENCE
In the process of taking data both current and pressure linear
ity wpre checked.

The linearity of the emitted light intensity per
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incident particle, I/.i, as a function of the target gas pressure, p,
is important, since it...is .used as. the criterion for determining the
source of optical emissions.
In t h e •following discussion primary particles are those parti
cles which are in the beam before encountering the target gas and '
secondary particles are those particles which are formed in the col
lision between the primary particles and the target gas.

If the emit

ted light results from the collisions between the primary incident
particles and the target gas, the emission cross section, Q, will be
proportional to I/ip.

Q ip also proportional to I/in, where n is the

particle■density of the target gas.

The secondary particle current,

i", is proportional to ni, where i is the primary incident particle
current.

For the secondary particles, therefore, Q is proportional to

I/i"n, where I is, now, the light emitted by the collisions of the
secondary particles with the target gas.

2

proportional to I/in .

Substituting for i", Q is

Consequently there is a linear dependence of

I/i on pressure foy the collisions involving the primary particles and
a quadratic dependence of I/i on pressure for collisions involving the
secondary particles.
For the emissions from the

First Negative vibrational transi

tions , measurements.of I/i as a function p were made at a number of
different energies and they all revealed a linear relationship indica
ting that the emissions were produced by the primary particles.

The

two sets of data for the (0,0) vibrational transitions taken at 35 kev
are shown in figures 10 and 11.

In the proton impact work a correction
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was required for hydrogeq atojn production.

A correction was also re

quired for the proton production in the hydrogen atom data.
rections are shown in figures 10 and 11,

These cor

Appendix B has a discussion

of these corrections.
■For the

(0,0) Second Positive vibrational band, measurements

of I/i as a function of pressure were made at a number of different
incident particle energies,

For hydrogen atom impact a linear rela

tionship of I/i as a function of pressure existed but only for pres
sure under 5 microns.

The author attributed the non linear relation

ship to the emission caused by secondary electrons produced in the col
lisions of the incident-particles wifh the target gas.

In the case of

proton excitation, however, the relationship between I/i and pressure
is more complex.

Both secondary electrons and also hydrogen atoms in

the beati produced by electron capture contribute to the emission.Fig
ure 12 presents a graph of both relative cross section as a function
of pressure and I/i as a function of pressure at a proton energy of 43
kev.

From these data, the author concluded that the emission due to

the primary particles was completely masked by emissions due to second
ary particles at pressures above 2 microns.

To obtain data for the

excitation of the ^ ( 0 , 0 ) band by fast protons, it was, therefore,
necessary to work at pressures around one micron.
I/i as a function of the target gas pressure was measured for each
of the other transitions studied.
lationahip between I/i and p..

Each of these revealed a linear re-

fhe curve in figure 13 shows I/i. as a

function of pressure for the Lypian bands of hydrogen.
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-RELATIVE CROSS SECTION MEASUREMENTS
The mass analyzed projectile beam .entering the excitation chamber
is always a mixture of a hydrogen atom current, i 1, and a proton cur
rent, i.

The ratio of i,'/i, is a function of both the gas pressure in

the exchange cell, p ', and the energy E , of the initial proton beam.
As p 1 increases the ratio of i'/i also increases.

According to the

charge exchange cross sections, as -E increases the ratio of i'/i
2
decreases rapidly
The experimental problem is to distinguish the emission pro
duced in the collision of the hydrogen atom with the target gas from
the emission produced in the collision of the proton with the target
gas.

In order to separate these emissions I + I', i + i', and i are

•measured for p 1 at background pressure and at a selected value of -E,
where I and I' are -respectively the measured light, intensity due to
the collision of the protons with the target gas and measured light
intensity due to the collision of the hydrogen atoms with the target
gas.

The protons are then deflected out of the beam leaving only the

hydrogen atoms to produce emission.
ured.

At this point I' and i 1 are meas

T h e -preceeding procedure is repeated for the same value of E

and for one or more values of p 1.

For each of the measurements the tar

get gas pressure is recorded alsp.

Since I and I' are related to the

total emission produced in proton and hydrogen atom collisions, respec
tively, and p is proportional to the target gas density, the quantity
I'/i1p is the relative emission cross section.for the hydrogen atom col
lisions and I/ip is the relative emission cross section for the proton
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collisions.

Repeating the measurements and calculations for a number

of values of E between 10. kev and 130 kev gives■relative emission cross
sections as a function of energy.
Values of p from 0.5 microns to 3.0 microns were-used in these
emission cross section measurements.

In measuring the relative cross

sections for a single line or band, p was held to changes of less than
10% for all values of E.
'As previously mentioned, the observation of the light emitted in
the collisions of the projectile beam with the target gas is centered
at a distance of 3 cm from the entrance aperture.

This experimental

condition requires some correction for the■change in the composition of
the beam in traversing the 3 cm in the target gas..

This correction is

discussed in appendix '-B.
The emitted light intensity was not absolutely calibrated by the
author.

Absolute values for the cross section's were obtained by nor

malizing some of these measured relative cross sections to absolute
■measurements made by other researchers.
will be discussed with the results,.

These.normalization procedures

CHAPTER V.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION •

In presenting and discussing the data, the results of the spec
tral scans and the cross section measurements will be considered.
SPECTRAL SCANS
From the spectral scans for protons incident on nitrogen moleo
cules, figure 14, one observes that above 2000 A the vibrational bands

+

of the Ng First Negative system (B

2

.+

2L -- X

2 sf= +

U

) are dominant.

®

Some of the bands of the Ng -Second Positive system (C
and two ionic nitrogen lines appeared also.

3 __^

3

/ |

J|

)

In addition, the Balmer

lines of hydrogen produced in the electron capture process were present.
o
In the spectral region below 2000 A, figure 15, atomic nitrogen lines
and Lyman alpha were the most prominent emissions of the spectrum.
The forbidden bands .of the Lyman-Birge-Hopfleld system (a

I

---K

I

“h

appeared, but their intensity was significantly weaker than t h e ■inten
sity

of the atomic lines.

Of interest, also, was the appearance of the

■ o
35
unidentified band at 1589 A reported by Carroll
For hydrogen as the target gas the spectrum was also divided into
o '
two sections. The spectral scan of hydrogen above 1800 A is not shown.
■With the exception of the Balmer lines the -emissions which appeared were
quite weak.

°
i^_+
I __+N
Below 1800 A the Lyman bands (B 2po~ > ---X Iscr- > )
u
g

appeared and had a fair intensity as can be seen in figure 16.

In this

spectral region the Lyman alpha line was dominant.
o
o
o
The (0,0), (0,1), (0,2), (1,3) bands at 3914 A, 4278 A, 4709 A,

0

+

4652 A, respectively, of the Ng First Negative system were selected
for cross section measurements.

The emission due to the (1,0) band

could not be measured for hydrogen atom impact because of the nearness
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pf the (0,1) bend of the Second Positive system. The (0,0) band at
o
3371'A appeared to be the only one feasible of measurement in the Second
.4
4 o
2
2 o
Positive system.
In atomic nitrogen the 3s P-- 2p S , 3s P---2p P, and
2
2o
o
o
o
3s P-- 2p D transitions at 1200 A, 1743 A, and 1493 A, respectively,
had sufficient intensities for cross section measurements.
3 o

3

The

o

3d F ---3p D transition of the nitrogen ion at 5005 A was also select
ed.
o
In hydrogen the"Lyman bands, centered at 1606 A, were chosen for
further investigation.
Eor both hydrogen and nitrogen target gases the Lyman alpha line
o
at 1216 A had sufficient intensity to permit cross section measurements.
EMISSION GROSS SECTIONS
The data will be classified according to the target gas and the
band system or atomic lines which were observed.
Nitrogen Target

+
,No First Negative System:

Relative emission cross sections as a

function of the incident particle energy from 10 kev to 130 kev were
measured for the four bands previously mentioned.

These measurements

were made for both proton and hydrogen atom impact.
After all corrections were made, the (0,0) emission cross sec
tions due to proton impact were normalized, to the absolute measurements
of Philpot and Hughes

Since the relative measurements of this work

had the same energy dependence over the energy interval of 40 to 70 kev
as Philpot and Hughes' measurements, the normalization was made in this
energy region.

The hydrogen atom data was then normalized to the proton
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work qf this paper.

Emission cross sections for the other bands were

also normalized to the (0,0) proton impact cross sections.

Corrections

were made only fop the variation., in the spectral response of the mono
chromator.

The final results are presented in figures 17-20.

From these curves of cross section as a function of energy, it is
observed that the curves for transitions originating from the v'=0
level have the same shape.

This characteristic holds for both the pro

ton impact data and the hydrogen atom impact data.

Since these trans

itions all originate from the same upper state and the transition probfabilit.ies

are independent of the means of exciting the particular lev

el, the shapes are in.fact expected to be the same.
The (1,3) band is the only one which originates from a level dif
ferent from the y'^=O for which emission cross sections by hydrogen atom
impact could be measured.

These data reveal that the ratio of Q q /Q+

appears to be somewhat greater for exciting the V 1=I level than for
exciting the v'=0 level, where

and Q+ are, respectively, the emis

sion cross sections for hydrogen impact and for proton impact.
The effectiveness of the hydrogen atom in exciting transitions in
the First Negative system reveals little energy dependence over the
energy region of these-measurements.

It does reveal, however, that

the hydrogen atom excitation of the.v'=0 level is a significant frac
tion of the proton excitation, especially at the higher energies.
ratio Qo/Q+ is one-half at 40 kev and 2/3 at 90 kev.

The
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The relationship of emission to excitation for the First Nega
tive system is easily obtained since the upper state is populated only
2—
by direct excitation and notby cascading.
lies above the B

state which

2 T-+
+
■ U
2_u state of N^ would not be expected to populate the

B state for two reasons.
is forbidden.

»+

The C

First, the. transition between the two states

Secpnd, the Franck-Condon principle predicts that the

levels of the C state that are most likely to be excited, predissoci36
ate
. A brief discussion of predissociation is presented in the ap
pendix C.

From Chapter I, therefore, Q ,_q = 2 Z Qqv,,-

tions for the excitation of the V 1 = O

The cross sec-

level can then be obtained by

measuring the emission cross sections for each of the bands origin
ating from the v* = O

level and summing the results,

The processes and the energy defects are presented in Table I as
a guide for determining the possible"excitation mechanisms.
Since the excitation produced in conjunction with the charge
exchange process requires less energy than the other processes, the
author expects process 2 to contribute significantly to the excitation.
If the energy dependence of process 2 is the same as the energy depend
ence of process I, process 2 cannot explain the observed energy depend
ence of the First Negative system.

As is shown in figure 21, the charge

exchange cross section decreases much more rapidly than the emission
measurements of this work.

Since process 3 has a high cross section,

figure 21, the fourth process listed coulcf also contribute to the emis
sion cross section.

If one then adds the ionization cross section to

the charge exchange cross section, the result is a curve which has
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about the same shape, as the cross section curve for the excitation
of the V 1 = 0

level of the B

shown in figure 21.

2 ^—

+

state.

This comparison is also

Now if the energy dependence of the sum of proc

esses I and 3 have the same energy dependence as the sum of the proc
esses 2 and 4, there is justification for believing that both proc
esses 2 and 4 contribute to the observed emission.
TABLE I
Some of the Processes Resulting From Collisions of Protons
and Hydrogen Atoms witfy Nitrogen Molecules.

I
2

H+ + Hg------ H° + N 2
+*
o
H + N2

3

-- H+ +■

4

—

5

Energy Defect

Process

Number

4

1.9 ev
4.9

+ *

H+ + Ng* + e

H° + Ng------ H° + Ng + e

15.5
18.5
15.5

6

—

H° + H f + e

18.5

7

—

-- H+ + N | + 2e

2 9 .1

8

- - - - H+ + Ng* + 2e

32.1

9

———— H" + N f

17.7

10

H+ + Ng------- H+ t N*

11.

.11

H° + Hg------ H° +

11.

12

H° + N g - r - - H+ +

13

H° + Ng- - - - H°'* + H2

14

H° + Ng—

15

+
CD

n|

H°'* + Ng + e

■H+ + Ng--T- H 0'" +

4

2 4 .6
10.2
25.7
12.1
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■The curve of the sum

processes I and 3 is a measure of the

+
total cross section for the production of

.

The experimental curve

is a measure of the Qrqss section for the excitation of the v'= 0 Iev-

+
el of the B state of

.

The ratio of these curves would, therefore,

approximately represent the fraction of the molecular ions excited to
the y'= 0 level to the total number of molecular ions formed.
fraction is on the order of 0.1.

This

Since approximately 807=, of the

light emitted in transitions from the B state is from the v'= 0 level,
the fraction of the molecular ions excited to the B state to the total
number of molecular ions formed is still on the order of 0.1.
Excitation cross section calculations for proton impact on nitro
gen molecules have not been worked out using either the Born approxi-?
mation or the distortion approximation.

As discussed in Chapter I,

however, the energy dependence of the cross section can be predicted
by the Borp approximation for some processes.

The cross section is

expected to have an (1/E) In E dependence for electric dipole transi
tions and an 1/E dependence for an electric quadrupole transition,
where E is the incident particle fenergy.

By plotting Q E as a func

tion of In E , the functional form of the energy dependence can most
easily be exhibited.

The graph of Q E as a function of In E for proton

impact, figure 22, indicates an apparent (1/E) In E dependence of Q at
the higher energies.

A linear dependence at the higher energies would

support the supposition that process 4 becomes important at the higher
energies.

Process 4 is an ionisation plus excitation process which is

predicted by the Born approximation to have the (1/E) In E dependence.

( IO-l5Cm2 -kev)
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In order to propose, a .mechanism responsible for the '.excitation

+
of the B state■of

by hydrogen atom impact, a few observations will

be made.
If one calculates the interaction distance, "a" according to the
o
Massey criterion, one obtains a value of 12 A for proton impact and
o
6 A for hydrogen atonj impact. These values imply that in the hydro
gen a t o m .collisions the systems approach each other more closely than
in the proton collisions before interacting=
The curve of Q E as a function of In E in figure 22 indicates
the appearance of a linear region at the higher energies.

Such a

linear region at the higher energies means an (1,/E) In E dependence
of Q which is- predicted in proton impact for ionization and excita
tion processes.
■W i t h .reference-to the processes previously listed, the simple
ionization aq.d excitation-of N
■

2

requires the least amount of energy

for exciting the B state in hydrogen atom impact.

If the collision

were more violent, the hydrogen atom could -also be excited or ionized
leading to process 8.

This process, however, requires approximately

twice the energy of process 6. -Since the cross section for electron
capture by the hydrogen atom is small, process 9 is not expected to
contribute significantly at these■energies.
From these observations the author suggest process 6 as the
basic mechanism for the excitation of the B state by hydrogen atom
impact.
anism.

Process 8, however, cannot be ignored as a possible-mech
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The ratio of oscillator strengths of the transitions f^om
v' = 0 level of the. B state to the v" = 0 and v" = I levels of the"X
state have been measured and calculated by many researchers„

As dis

cussed previously, the data of this paper indicates that the cross sec
tion curves for the (0,0) and (0,1) band emissions have the same shape.
Frpm these curves, therefore, the ratio
ed.

^)/Q

can be calculat-

—fThe calculated number was 0.33- 0.03 which is in agreement with
37-39,5

what others have obtained
Ng Second Positive System;

Emission cross sections were measured

for the (0,0) transition of the Second Positive system.
are displayed in figure'23.

These curves

The low light intensities and the strin

gent pressure requirements prevented measurements of other bands in
this system.
As in the case of the'.First Negative system these data were nor
malized to the (0,0) band of the First Negative system correcting only
for the change in spectral efficiency of the monochromator.
The data reveals an emission cross section due to hydrogen atom
impact that decreases rapidly with increasing energy showing no sign
of a peak even for the lowest energy at which measurements' were made.
The emission cross section for proton impact reveals a very small
probability of excitation of the upper state of this system.

The

statistics were quite poor at low energies which left considerable
uncertainty in the shape of the cross section curve for proton impact
at these energies.

There does, however, appear to be a maximum in

the curve at about 35 kev.
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No known states exist above the C
this state by cascading.

J~f~u

state which could populate

The emission resulting from the C state, is

expected, therefore, to be entirely due to the direct excitation of
this state.

Likewise, the emission from the (0,0) band is directly

proportional to the probability of excitation of the v'= 0 level of
the C state.
•Due to the predissociation of the C state above the v'= 4 level
there are no observed bands that originate from levels higher than
40
v'= 4

.

The transitions cut off abruptly above this level indicat

ing that the dissociation is due to the crossing of two bound states
as is discussed in appendix C.
The possible processes for the excitation of the C state are
presented in Table I.
For hydrogen atom impact process 11 would appear the more likely
because of the smaller amount of energy required.

This direct excita

tion process, however, would not be expected to excite a triplet state
•from a singlet ground state unless electron or spin exchange were in
volved.

For the excitation of the C state, therefore, process 11 can

not be a simple excitation but involves electron or spin exchange
mechanisms.
If the hydrogen atom is stripped of its electron in the interac
tion, process 12 would result.

Even though this process requires an

additional energy of 13.6 ev, it represents a possible mechanism.
In figure 24 the curve of QE plotted as a function of E does not
show the linear behavior at the higher energies which is indicative of

- 62t
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a simple■dipole transition.

Ttie excitation mechanism, therefore, is

more complex, and the structure in the curve complicates the situation
even more.

Referring to figure'23 the

rapid decrease of cross section

with energy would predict an exchange mechanism

13

From these observations the author concluded that both processes
11 and 12 are possible contributors to the excitation of the C state,
and that electron exchange is probably the basic mechanism for excit
ing this triplet state.

Hydrogen atom excitation has not been studied

20
by many people, but in the work of Van

Eck, et. al. their

conclusion

is that electron exchange accounts for

the excitation of the triplet

states of helium.
In the case of proton impact, spin conservation rules do not allow excitation.of a pure triplet state

41

.

Since excitation of the

C state is observed for proton impact, there must be some mechanism
■permitting the excitation.

The curve qf QE as a function of In E,

figure 24, indicates that, in spite of the rather poor statistics,
there is a definite (1/E) In E dependence predicted for a simple dipole
excitation.

If spin-orbit coupling were sufficiently strong, the Q

state could be a mixture pf both singlet and triplet terms.

This mix

ing would then allow for some excitation of the C state by proton im
pact.
In their studies of electron impact on nitrogen,■Lassettre, et.
al. ^

claim that the C state is a linear combination of singlet and

triplet terms.
present.

» .
The singlet element is considered to be small but
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■Lyman Alpha Line:

Whpn the proton collides with an atom or mole

cule it can capture an electron from the target system by the charge
exchange process.

In thp.impact the■resulting hydrogen atom can also

be left in the excited state.

If the-hydrogen atom is left in the

2p spate, the transition producing Lyman alpha radiation will occur.
When the hydrogen atom collides with an atom or molecule there is also
a finitp.probability of the excitation of the 2p state.
.There are problems associated with measuring the excitation of
the fasp particle which are not encountered in the target system.
These problems result because of the motion of the particle.

As dis

cussed in Ghaper I, the cross section for exciting the 2p state of
hydrogen is obtained by measuring the emission from transitions which
populate the 2p state by cascading and by measuring the Lyman alpha
emission.

Cascading as well as direct excitation -would, therefore,

contribute to the observed Lyman alpha emission.

A further difficulty

is encountered because of the finite lifetimes of the states.

The in

cident beam must travel in the target gas a sufficiently Iopg time to
establish an equilibrium between excitation and emission.

This condi

tion is actually reached only at distances on the order of meters be-?
43
cause of the long•lifetimes
2p state by cascading.

of the higher states which populate the

If the beam traveled distances of meters in

the target gas, the composition of the beam would no longer be known
unless very low pressures were used.

The light intensities at such

pressures would be too weak for measurements by the techniques used
for this wprk.

An important factor in the Lyman alpha measurements
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is the presence of atomic nitrogen lines nearby.
Since•there is a
o
o
strong NI line af 1200 A and a weaker line at 1243 A, monochromator
o
slits equivalent to 8 A were necessary for the Lyman alpha measure
ments .
For these reasons some sort of a compromise was required.

The

experimental conditions of this work provided what appeared to be
the best compromise.

The technique was to observe the optical emis

sion very soon after the beam entered the excitation chamber.

If the

lifetimes qf the states capable of populating the 2p state by cascad
ing were sufficiently long, the hydrogen atoms in these states would
have passed the region of observation before emitting their radiation.
If the lifetime of the 2p state were sufficiently short, an equili
brium between the direct excitation to anfl the emission from the 2p
state could then be established.

Since a range of particle veloci

ties was used in this work, the optimum condition was not possible for
the entire energy range.

.The contribution to Lyman alpha emission due

to cascading from' higher levels was calculated to be on the order of
10% at 20 kev and negligible at the higher energies.

At the highest

energies the observed emission was lower than the equilibrium emission
by approximately 10%.

The total error in the relative cross section

from the lowest to the highest energy was, therefore, on the order of

20%.
The relative cross sections for the production of Lyman alpha as
a function of incident particle energy were measured in the -energy
range from, 2Q to 130 kev.

These results, which were normalized to the
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proton impact data of Van Zyl

at. 20 kev, are shown in figure '25.

No correction was made for the possible systematic errors which were
discpssed previously.
■The proton impact curves, show a.very rapid decrease in the pro
duction of Lyman alpha as the energy of the proton is increased...

The

production of Lyman alpha by hydrogen atom impact has a higher cross
section over the entire energy range than the cross section for pro
ton impact.

One different feature in the hydrogen atom cross section

curve as compared with the proton cross section curve is the apparent
abrupt change in the slope occuring at about 45 kev.
The cross section curve for Lyman alpha emission by proton im
pact has the same general shape as that of the charge .exchange cross,
section curve reproduced for refepenee-in figure'21.

If the errors

disqussed previously were taken into consideration, the two curves
would more nearly have the same shapes.

This general relationship

between the shapes of the emission curve and the charge exchange curve
is expected since the existence of a hydrogen atom in the beam depends
upon the charge exchange process.

These measurements indicate that

about 3% of the hydrogen atoms formed in the beam are excited to the
"2p state.
The curve of QE as a function of In E , figure'26, is not really
applicable to this process since the Born approximation predicts an

-6
E

dependence•of cross section for charge exchange.

The curve does,

however, show that the energy decreases less rapidly than the predic
tion of the Born approximation.

The energy dependence of the cross

“68“
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section is approximately E

1.6

■The •processes which, .are,- expected to contribute to these emissions
are the final three, processes listed in Table I.
•The change in the slope of the curve of cross section as a func
tion of energy, figure'25, implies that more than one process contrib
utes to the excitation of the 2p state.

One possibility is, first, a

process for which the cross section decreases very rapidly with energy
dominating at the low energies and, second, a process for which the
cross section is nearly independent of energy dominating at the high
energies.
■Experimental data for basic atom-molecule inelastic cross sec
tions is not adequate for making a meaningful analysis of the processes
involved in producing Lyman alpha emission.

On the basis of this work

some observations can be made, however.
If process 3 and process 5 were similar, one would expect the
cross sections for process 14 to be nearly constant with energy in the
energy region considered in this work.

If, further, the cross sections

for processes 5 and 6 have the same energy dependence, it is possible
that the cross section for process 14 would have the same -energy depend
ence as the cross sections for processes 5 and 6.

The only difference

+
o
between process 6 and 14 is that in 6, N is excited and in 14, H2
is excited.

These observations and speculations could explain the

energy dependence above 45 kev.

Even though the energy.dependence of

curve of QE as a function of In E in figure‘26 is not exactly linear,
the higher energy section does seem to show signs of linearity.
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If hydrogen atom impact is not significantly different from proton im
pact in the Born approximation., the linearity of the curve would, again,
point to an ionization process, an excitation process or both.
In order to arrive at some understanding of the cross section at
lower energies some further observations will be made.

.Comparing the

Lyman alpha results with the emission cross section for the Second Pos
itive system of Ng due to hydrogen atom impact, one notes shapes that
are similar.

From figures 24 and 26 it is noted that the breaks in

■the two hydrogen atom curves occur at about the same energy and that
in the low energy region the curves have about the same shape.

No

definite conclusion can.be drawn from these observations except that
there appears to be some connection between process 11 and 13.

Since

pfocess 13 requires an energy of only 10;2 ev, there is no apparent
reason for fhis process not contributing significantly to the excita
tion of the hydrogen atom.
Atomic and Ionic Nitrogen Lines:

Proton and hydrogen atom impact

2
2 o
data for the NI lines produced by the 3s P---2p P and the

2

2 o

3s P-- 2p D

transitions and the Nil line produced by the .

3 o
3
3d F -- 3p D transition are shown in figures 27-29.

..

The cross section

4
4 o
data for the 3s P---2p S transition are shown in figure 30.

The emis

sion by proton impact from the Nil transition has been measured previ5,6
ousIy and reported
■An absolute determination of the emission cross section for the
Nil line was accomplished by normalizing these data to the proton cross

+
section data for the N^ (0,0) First Negative emission correcting only
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for the spectral response of the monochromator.
Absolute values for emission cross sections of the atomic lines
were ipore difficult to obtain because of the wavelength region in
which these line's are located.

Since the".Lyman alpha data were normal

ized to the measurements of Van Zyl, the cross section measurements
for the NI line could, therefore, be normalized to the Lyman alpha
4
4 o
°
data. An absolute determination of the P--- S emission at 1200 A
was obtained directly since the line lies so near to Lyman alpha.
Because of the nearness of the'Lyman alpha line, however, there could
be an error in the measurements on this line.

To obtain absolute val

ues for the other two lines, the assumption was made that the efficien
cy of the monochromator was essentially the same for Lyman alpha at

o
1216 A as for the

2
P--

2 o
P

o
transition at 1743 A.

This assumption
o
seemed reasonable since the grating was blazed for 1500 A. Then the

2
absolute determination for the

2 o

line was accomplished from the
2
2 0
knowledge of the transition probabilities for the P--- P and
2

2 o
44
p-r-- D transitions
.

P--- D

It is assumed that the transition probabili

ties fop transitions from the same upper state are independent of the
method of excitation.
These data reveal that the atomic nitrogen emissions produced by
proton impact have maxima somewhere around 25 kev.

For hydrogen atom

impact the peaks are not clearly defined because of the statistics.
There is, however, very little difference in the magnitudes of excita
tion by proton impact and hydrogen atom impact.

At the lower energies

Q 0/Q4_ is about '3/4 and increases with increasing energy.
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In the case of the ionic nitrogen line the hydrogen atom cross
section is an appreciable fraction of the proton cross section and
the emission has a maximum in the area of 40 kev.

As is noted the

shapes of the curves due to proton impact and due to hydrogen atom
impact are about the same.
4
The- results for the

4 o
P-- S transition are in question both with

respect to the relative as well as the absolute values of emission
cross section.

Because of the closeness to the "Lyman alpha line and

the Doppler broadening of the Lyman alpha line, the measured emission
cross sections for the nitrogen line were probably larger than their
actual values.

For this reason the emission cross sections due to

hydrogen atom impact were not attempted.
No corrections were made for populating the upper states by
cascading from higher levels in any of the cross section measurements
for the atomic and ionic emissions.

Without cross section measure

ments for lines in the longer wavelength spectral region, it is im
possible to accurately account for the cascading effect.
In collisions there are a number of mechanisms for producing as
final products either an excited nitrogen ion or. an excited nitrogen
atom.

Two means of dissociating and exciting the atom to the 3s state

or the ion to the 3p state will be mentioned.

One is to ionize a

<3~ 2s electron leaving the molecule with about 40 ev of energy
§

45

I

■The molecule could find itself in a dissociative state such that either
one or both of the en,d products was left in highly excited states.
other possibility that will be mentioned involves the interaction of

The
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the'projectile with m o r e ■than one electron of the target system.

If3

for example, two electrons were raised to higher orbitals, and one is
ionized by the Auger process, the molecular ion could again be left in
a dissociative state capable of producing highly excited products.
The nitrogen molecule has the following configuration:
KK ( 0-g2s)2 ( CTu2s) ( Tfu2P) ( CTg2P)

46•

Since both atomic and ionic nitrogen lines were present in the
collision processes which were studied, ionization was involved.

Con

sideration will, therefore, be given to the ionization of the various
orbital electrons.
If a

Q~~ 2p electron were ionized, the result is the ground state

S
2
of the molecular ion, X
A 2 T T u state results.
the B

2

___+
^
.

If a

?_+
2excited state of

originates.

If a

T y 2P electron is ionized, the

(J~ 2s electron is ionized there results
+U

from which the First Negative■system

From the measurements of the excitation of this state, the

probability of the

q

~ '2

s

electron being ionized is reasonably large.

u
The next orbital from which an electron can be removed is the

(j^2s.

An electron in this orbital is more tightly bound than the electrons
from the orbitals previously mentioned and would require more energy
for ionization,.

If a

cT 2s electron were ionized, one could imagine
g
the molecular ion in an unbound state such as would leave the atom,
ion, or possibly both in excited states capable of producing the observ
ed emissions.
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■Further information is possible from the identification of the
particular atomic and ionic lines which were present in the spectral
scans.

Such an identification would indicate the probable states of

the dissociation products which produce the observed atomic and ionic
emissions.

A study of the spectral scans revealed the following transi

tions:
4
4 o
3s P---2p S
2

2 o

2

2o

°
1200A

3s P---2p P

1743

3s P---2p D

2

1493

2 o

3s' D---2p D
,2

2

1243
o

3s' D---2p
2

P1411

2 o

3d P---2p P

1319

2
2 o
3d D---2p•P

1311

3 o
3
3d F ---3p D

5005

3

NI

Nil

3 o

3p D-- 3s P

5680

The Nil line at 5680 A could not be observed in figure 14 but was
observed by the author in other spectral scans.

This line has also been

5,6
reported by other authors
It is interesting that the transitions originating from the 3s
and 3d levels of atomic nitrogen are strong, but the transitions orig
inating from the 3p and 4p levels are not present at all.
tions originating from p levels which should appear are:
2 o
2
3p D ---3s P

2 o
3p-P—

°
4109 A

2
3 s -P

38302

2 o
2
4p S ---3s P

4935

NI

Three.transi
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From these observations it is believed that the dissociation
limits of the repulsive states producing the observed emissions are
+
-u
some combinations of N (3d), N (3p), N(3s), and N(3d).
2 2 3
It is also interesting that emissions from both the 2s 2p ( P) nl

2

2 1

and the 2s 2p ( D) nl families are present in the spectral scans.
4
ground state of atomic nitrogen is the

The

o
S

indicating that in the low

est energy state the spins of all the 2p electrons are parallel.

The

fact that the two families of excited states are present means that
the two 2p electrons in the excited atom which results from the dis
sociation can have their spins either parallel or anti-parallel.
■In' addition to the transitions recorded above, a line has been
6
o
observed by Dufay, e t. al .
. at 6482 A for which cross sections
were measured.

.This line was attributed to atomic nitrogen.

There

are, however, transitions in both atomic and ionic nitrogen at
°
6482 A.

4
4 o
In atomic nitrogen the transition is the 4d F - - - 3 p D and in .

the ion it is the 3p P---3p^P°.

From the relative intensities of

lines that have been observed and from the differences in the energy
dependencies of the cross sections for atomic and ionic emissions,
there is no definite evidence for the choice of the atomic transition
over the ionic transition.
As shown .in figure 31, the graphs of QE as a function ,of In E
for the Nil emission reveal a rather strange behavior.

There appears

initially an (1/E) In E dependence of the cross section which changes
at higher energies to approximately an 1/E dependence.

Figure 32 dis

plays for both proton and hydrogen atom impact approximately an (1/E) In -E
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dependence for the atomic nitrogen emission over the entire■energy range.
The (1/E) In E dependence shown for these lines is not understood.
Naively, an (1/E) In E.behavior is expected for a simple process whereas
the processes necessary to produce these emissions appear to be complex
•processes.

A dissociation must occur which will leave the atom., ion, or

both in excitesd states.

From the differences in the-energy dependences

of the Nil and the NI emissions, it appears that at high energies the
•mechanism producing the Nil emission must be different from the mechan
ism producing the NI emission.
Hydrogen Target
Lyman Band-System;

Emission cross section curves for the Lyman

bands are shown in .figure"33.

The emission cross section for hydrogen

atom impact was not measured, except for one energy, because of the
ineffectiveness of hydrogen atoms in producing excitation and the con
sequent lower light level.
■To obtain these data the-monochromator with a slit width equivao
o
lent to 16 A was set to include a group of lines centered at 1606 A.
The group of lines constituted mainly the (4,11), (5,12), and (6,13)
47'
34
vibration bands
, Geiger
has shown, in h i s ■electron impact studies,
that the v'= 6 level of the B state had a greater probability of being
.excited than the V =

4 and the V =

5 levels.

If proton impact were simi

lar, contributions would be expected from all three bands with the great
est from the (6,13) band.
An absolute cross section.is not especially meaningful when encom
passing a number of bands as is done here.

A value was obtained, however,
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by normalizing to the Lyman alpha emission and assuming the spectral effio
ciency of the monochromator to be the same for'Lyman alpha at 1216 A as
o
at 1606 A. Even though this assumption could cause some error, these
absolute values for the cross sections give some indication of the. inten
sity of the group of bands.
■Since there are a number of electronic states above the B state,
cascading effects must be considered.

A study of the known band sys-

46
terns of the hydrogen molecule

revealed that the transitions populato
ing the B state by cascading are in the wavelength region from 4000 A
o
to 6000 A. When scanning this spectral region, the hydrogen molecular
o
o
emissions between 4000 A and 6000 A were found to be considerably smaller
than the Lyman band emissions.

From this information it was concluded

that cascading was not a large contributor to the populating of the B
state.
The emission cross sections were also measured as a function of
o
proton energy for the bands in the spectral region around 1575 A.
The probable bands contributing to this emission were the (5,11),

(6,12),

(7,13), and (8,14).

These measurements showed the same energy dependence
o
as did the bands around 1606 A. ,
The author concluded, therefore, that the energy dependence of the
emission cross section curve would not differ significantly from the ener
gy dependence of cross section curve for the excitation of the v'= 6 level
The only process which would be expected to contribute to the ex
citation of the B state is a simple direct excitation.

+
H

+
■+

--- .H

*
+
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•Of all the data discussed in this paper.these represent the clearest
example of a simple■direct excitation without any complicating process.
The emission cross section, therefore, was plotted linearly as a func
tion of energy to depict the characteristic shape expected from theory.
48
Khare
recently calculated the cross section for excitation of
the B state by election impact using the Born approximation.

The results

of these calculations are compared with the measurements which were.made
•in connection with this paper.

The calculations, using the Born approxi

mation for electron impact, can be used for proton impact simply by
14
scaling the relative velocity

.
. •Since this calculation involved the

■excitation of the entire B state and only a fraction pf the emission was
measured, the data and calculations had to be normalized to each other.
The-normalization was made at 130 kev.
'33.

The comparison is shown in figure

From the curve of QE as a function of In E, figure 34, the linear

relationship at the higher energies agrees, also, with predictions of the
Born approximation.
.Lyman Alpha Line:

The emission cross section measurements for

the Lyman alpha transition due to both proton and hydrogen atom impact
nre shown in figure 35.

These data were normalized to the emission of

Lyman alpha produced in the impact of protons on nitrogen.
In this emission data there were contributions both from the charge
exchange and excitation of the fast particle and from the dissociation
of the hydrogen molecule.

When comparing these curves with those for

Lyman alpha produced in the collisions with nitrogen, the influence of
both the fast beam and the target gas are evident.
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Since the two contributions to the emission are present, only qual
itative •information is obtainable.
•In proton impact the main contribution to the Lyman alpha emission
at the higher energies is expected to have been from the dissociation of
the hydrogen molecule.

This expectation is based upon the fact that the

charge■exchange cross sections decrease rapidly with energy and the pro
duction of Lyman alpha frpm the fast proton is dependent upon the charge
exchange process.
From the results of the Lyman alpha emission produced in the collision
of hydrogen atoms with nitrogen and from the energy dependence of the cross
section for Lyman alpha produced in the collision of hydrogen atoms with
hydrogen molecules, it would appear that the major contribution at the
higher energies was from the-excitation of the incident hydrogen atom.
The curves of QE as a function of In E, figure 36, also reveal the complex
ity of the data.
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A,

SLIT’WIDTHS

If the entrance slit, of the monochromator has the same opening as.
the exit slit, the theoretical energy distribution at .the exit slit.has
a triangular, shape, figure 37,

The width of this intensity distribution

at one-half the maximum.intensity is sometimes called, the half, inten
sity band width and can be expressed in angstroms.

If the dispersion of

the monochromator is given, the half intensity band, width is obtained
from the product of the slit width and the dispersion.

For example, the

slit width of one mm was often used, in measurements, with the.Bausch and
Lomb monochromator.

The half intensity band width would, therefore, be

33 A since the dispersion of the monochromator was 33 &/mm.

Nominal, wavelength

■Intensity of
Radiation

Wavelength
Figure 37.

B.

Theoretical Energy Distribution

BEAM COMPOSITION CORRECTIONS

If a particle has two primary charged states, the composition of a
beam of such particles while passing.through a gas can. be calculated.

-9 2 -

Following the work of Allison

two equations are required if all of the

particles in the beam are initially in only one of the charge states.
For the case of the proton the two primary charge states are 0 and
I which correspond, respectively, to the hydrogen atom and the proton.
One othet charge state exists, -I, which corresponds to the negative ion
of hydrogen.

The cross section for the production of. the -I charge

state is small at low energies and insignificant at the higher energies
when compared with the cross section for the production of the other two
charge states.
The two equations which are required are:

1 O-'- fO OO <X - e"ZPd)

and

F1 ■ F1 oo C1 " e"Zpd)

F q and F^ are, respectively, the fraction of hydrogen atoms produced in
an initially pure proton beam and the fraction of protons produced in an
initially pure hydrogen atom beam,

F q 00 and F 1 ^

are, respectively,

the equilibrium fractions of hydrogen atoms and protons in the beam.
The pressure of the gas through which the beam traveled, is p, in microns
and the distance the particles had traveled in the gas is d, in cm.
z

= 6.6.

x IO^

.(Qq i

t Qio) £°r diatomic molecules, where Qq 1 is the

stripping cross section for hydrogen atoms incident on the target mole
cules and Q1Q is the electron capture cross section for protons in
cident of the target molecules.
O.;

.*}

‘

*

i- .

•• ' v •

'•

■

,

*

*'

.

«
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F0 oo»

o6 > QlO» an<l QqI have been measured fo r the co llisio n s

considered In .th is work^.

If

the pressure in the exc ita tio n chamber and

the distance th a t the p a rtic le s traveled in the gas to the point, of ob
servation of the o p tic a l emission were measured,, the charge state com
position of the beam at th a t point could be calculated.
Calculations were made as a function of energy for each.of.the ex
perimental conditions.

If the correction for the change in the composi-.

tion of the beam were significant compared with the experimental errors,
the measured emissipn cross sections were corrected for the change in
beam composition.

The correction was always small except for the correc

tion of the proton emissions from the #2(0,0) Second Positive band.
The correction always required, the knowledge of the emission cross
sections for both proton and. hydrogen atom impact.
therefore, required an iterative process.

An exact correction,

In this work, however, the

author found that for all the emission cross section measurements essen
tially no correcting was required for the emission measurements due to
one or the other of the incident particles.

The iterative process was

generally limited, therefote^ to a single step.
C.

PKEDISSOCIATIO#49

Predissociation can be described in the following manner.

If the

potential energy curves of two states with the proper symmetry cross
there will be a mixing of the two wave functions of the two electronic
states.

As a result radiationless transitions may occur between the two

states.

If one. of the states, is repulsive, dissociation will begin to

-94 -

occur when the molecule, in its bound state,, is above the dissociation
limit of the repulsive state.

There will be complete dissociation above

the crossing point•of the two curves.

If both potential energy curves

are stable, dissociation will occur from the stats with the lower dis
sociation limit.

There will be a radiationless transition to this state

which will then dissociate.

In this case dissociation begins very

sharply at the lowet dissociation limit.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
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Flgi I

A .view of the section of the apparatus which has. direct signi
ficance to the experiment.

Fig. 2

A schematic of the excitation chamber used, in the vacuum
ultraviolet spectral work.

Fig. 3

The control system for the power to the diffusion pump.

Fig. 4

The fine current control for the analyzing.magnet.

Fig. 5

The Magnetic field of the analyzing magnet as a.function of cur
rent .

Fig. 6

The beam collector which served as the Faraday cage and the
secondary emission detector.

Fig. 7

A partial energy level diagram of

and Mg taken from the

work of GiImore^2.
Fig. 8

Curvep of potential energy as a. function of internuclear distance for some of the electronic states of

Fig. 9

33

A partial energy level diagram of Hg showing the X 9 B 9 and C
states with some of the vibrational levels^.

Fig. 10

Light intensity/incident proton as a function of pressure for
+
the production of the (0,0) band of the Hg First Negative
system.

Fig. 11

Light intensity/incident hydrogen atom as a function of pressure
+
for the production of the (0,0) band of the IjT2 First Negative
System.

Fig. 12

Light intensity/incident proton and relative cross section as a
function of pressure for the production of the (0,0) band of the
N2 Second Positive system.
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Fig. 13

Light intensity/incident proton as a function of energy for the
production of the Lyman bands of Hg.

Fig. 14

Spectrum produced by a 7 microamp beam of 55 kev protons
incident upon nitrogen, gas at a pressure of 5.7 microns.
Monochromator slits equivalent fo 7 A.

Fig. 15

Spectrum produced by a 10 microamp beam of 55 kev protons
incident on nitrogen gas at a pressure of 25 microns.

Mono-

o '
chromator slits equivalent to 4 A.
Fig. 16

Spectrum produced by a 10 microamp. beam of 55 kev protons
incident on hydrogen gas at a pressure of 27 microns.

Mono-

o
chromator slits equivalent to 5.5 A.
Fig. 17

Cross section for the production of the (OsO) band of the Ng
First Negative system by- proton and hydrogen atom impact.
Normalization was made to the absolute cross sections for protop, impact measured by Philpot and Hughes^.

Fig. .18

Cross section for the production of the (0,1). band of the Ng
First Negative sysfem by proton and hydrogen atom impact.

Fig. 19

Cross section fqr the production of the (0,2) band of the Ng
First Negative system by proton and hydrogen atom impact.

Fig. 20

Cross section for the production of the (1,3) band of the Ng
First Negative system by proton and hydrogen atom, impact.

Fig. 21

Cross sections for the ionization of Ng in proton impact^, for
electron capture of protons incident on Ng

and. for the

,
2
stripping of hydrogen atoms incident in Ng
•' ■ Cross sections
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also. fpr the surfi of the idnlzation and electron capture com-

2 e— +
pared with the excitation of the v* = 0 level of the B

2_

state of Ng produced by protons incident on
Fig 22

Cross section for the excitation of the -v* = 0 level of the Ng
First Negative system by proton, and hydrogen atom impact
plotted ip. terms of QE as a function, of In E.

Fig. 23

Cross section for the production of the (0,0) band of the Ng
Second Positive system by proton and hydrogen atom impact.

Fig. 24

Cross section for the production of the (O9O) band of the Ng
Second Positive system by proton and hydrogen atom impact
plotted in terms, of QE as a function of In E .

Fig. 25

Cross section for the production of the Lyman alpha line by
protons and hydrogen atoms incident on nitrogen.

Fig. 26

Cross section for the production of Lyman, alpha line by pro
ton and hydrogen atom impact on nitrogen plotted in terms of
. QE as a function of In E.

Fig. 27

Cross section, for the production of the 3s ^P-- 2p

^P0 NI line

by proton and hydrogen atom impact.
Fig. 28

Cross section for the production of the 3s ^P-- 2p ^D0NI line
by proton and hydrogen atom impact.

Fig. 29

Cross section for the production of the 3d
by proton and hydrogen atom impact.

3
3
F ° -- -3p D Nil line

The order of the states is

reversed, in the figure.
Fig. 30

Comparisons of the cross sections for the production of the

.-103-

Lyman. alpha line by protons incident on Ng. and Hg and the 3s
-- 2p 4S0 NI line by proton impact.
Fig. 31

Cross section for the production of the 3d ^F0-- 3p

Nil line

by ptoton and hydrogen atom impact plotted in terms of QE as a
function of In E.

The order of the states is reversed in .the

figure.
Fig. 32

Total cross sections for emissions from the 3s

2

P state of ni

trogen due to proton and hydrogen, atom impact plotted in terms
of QE as. a. function of E.
Fig. 33

Cross sections for the emission of the Lyman.bands centered at
1606 A produced by proton and hydrogen atom impact.

* Compari

son is made with the Born approximation calculations of Khare4^ .
Normalization is at .130 kev..
Fig. 34

Cross sections for the emission of the Lyman bands centered at
1606 A produced by proton, impact, plotted in terms of QE as a
function of In E .

Fig. 35 . Cross sections for the production of the Lyman alpha, line by
protons and hydrogen atoms incident on Hg.
Fig. 36

Cross sectipns for the production pf the Lyman alpha line by
proton and hydrogen atom impact plotted in terms of QE as a
function of In E .
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